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ABSTRACT
The current study attempts to tackle the problematics of subtitling of taboo language of American films subtitled
into Arabic. This study particularly deals with the English film “My Dirty Grandpa” and “Madame Claude” on
Netflix and their Arabic subtitling. The study approaches its object of study utilizing Battistella’s (2005),
Schjoldager’s (2008) Allan and Burridge (2006) models as a framework. The study aims to examine the taboo
language utilized in American films subtitled into Arabic according to Battistella’s (2005) model. The current
study also aims to describe Schjoldager’s (2008) strategies that are adopted in subtitling taboo language of
American films subtitled into Arabic.
INTRODUCTION
This study aims to investigate how translators address Arab audience’s society and culture to translate taboo
language of American films subtitled into Arabic according to Allan and Burridge (2006)’s model. The results
reveal that English and French films utilize different types of taboo language to express their culture. The results
also reveal that translators utilize different subtitling strategies to deliver the cultural meanings of the American
original text to Arab audience. As a result, translators attempt to bridge the cultural gap between the source
language and the target text to address Arab audience’s culture and society.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The current study looks on the issues of taboo language subtitling in the Engishfilm "My Dirty Grandpa," and the
French film “Madam Claude” as well as their Arabic translations. Because of the limits of subtitling, there is a
greater loss in subtitling than there is in written translation (Bogucki, 2004). Speech characteristics are lost while
switching from speech to writing mode. As a result, the translator's ability to change from what is being said to
what is written at the bottom of the screen is crucial.
METHODOLOGY
Taboo language, or objectionable language, is classified into four sorts, according to Battistella (2005, p.72), and
manifests itself in the following ways:
1) Epithet
2) Impoliteness
3) Vulgarity
4) Obscenity
The current study applies Schjoldager ,Gottlieb and Klitgard (2008) model of analysis which consists of twelve
strategies that translators can use while subtitling audio visual texts. According to Schjoldager et al. (2008, p.89),
there are two main categories: a) macro strategies and b) micro strategies and each category works on a specific
level of translation. The twelve strategies manifest themselves in the following:
1) Direct transfer
2) Calque
3) Direct translation
4) Oblique translation
5) Explicitaion
6) Paraphrase
7) Condensation
8) Adaptation
9) Addition
10) Substitution
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11) Deletion
12) Permutation
Keith Allan and Kate Burridge (2006)’s Politeness and Impoliteness Perspective:
Allan and Burridge (2006,p.29) stated that the discussions of taboo and language censorship naturally lead to
discussions of politeness and impoliteness, as well as their interactions with the three strategies that manifest
themselves in the following:
1) Euphemism (sweet talking)
2) Dysphemism (offensive speech)
3) Orthophemism (straight talking)
It is worth noting that the phrase euphemism (Greek eu 'good, well' and pheme'speaking') is widely-known,
whereas dysphemism (Greek dys-'bad, unfavourable') is rarely used in everyday speech. We invented the word
orthophemism (Greek ortho- 'proper, straight, normal,' cf. orthodox) to describe straightforward or neutral phrases
that are neither sweet-sounding, evasive, or too courteous (euphemistic), nor harsh, rude, or offensive (harsh, blunt,
or offensive) (dysphemistic).To make things easier, we've coined the word X-phemism to refer to the entire
collection of euphemisms, orthophemisms, and dysphemisms.To clarify the distinction between orthophemism
and euphemism, consider the following:
1) An orthophemism differs from a euphemism in that it is more formal and direct (or literal).
2) A euphemism is usually more informal and metaphorical (or indirect) than its orthophemism counterpart.
3) Dysphemisms, like euphemisms, are more informal and metaphorical than orthophemisms
As a result, we propose that X-phemisms (the sum of orthophemisms, euphemisms, and dysphemisms) are linked.
The current study utilizes the following figure that X-phemisms model by Allan and Burridge’(2006)

Figure

French Source Text

(1)

X-phemisms Model by Allan and Burridge (2006
ANALYSIS
Arabic Target
Translation
Explanation/ Quality assessment
Text
Strategy

Que la plupart des homes
nous traitent comme des
putes
(Madame Claude Film)
2021

مبكرا ان
يعاملوننا
كاعاهرات

ادركت
الرجال

Qu'est ce qu'il y a
?
Putain de merde

ماذا هناك؟
اللعنة

Euphemistic
expression

De ta bite quetufourres
partout

قضيبك الذى تدخلة فى
كل مكان

Direct
translation
and formal language

Direct
translation
and
euphemistic
strategy
(formal
target text)

The translator translated the word directly to
keep the translation faithful and deliver the same
taste of the original.At the same time, the
translator decided to euphemize the word “putes”
and utilizes"”عاهراتto address Arab viewers
culture. The subtitler decided to change the taboo
word of the source text in a formal way because
viewers could be family members who expect to
read euphemistic translation for taboo words.
The translator utilized of translating using a less
expressive term to translate the word "putain de
merde” In other words, the translator switches to
a more formal word that, in contrast to the insult,
is acceptable to the intended audience.
The translator translated the word directly to
keep the translation honest. The subtitler tends to
deliver the same taste of the source text. At the
same time, the translator decided to euphemize
the word “ta bite” by using modern standard
Arabic to translate the word to Arab audience
politely.
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Ah si! Tue s un pute
pute

بلى انت عاهر
____

Omission
euphemisim

French Source Text

Arabic Target
Text
الحقير

Translation
Strategy
Omission
substitution

Arabic Target
Text

Translation
Strategy

Un sale con

English Source Text
Old woman fucking
murdered like that.
(Dirty Grand pa Film)
2017

You motherfucker

You’re not well because
your wife justdied

Out of my way,
buttfuckers!

I have one fucking month
left, Dick!

امرأة عجوز تقتل
______هكذا

اللعنه

Omission

Euphemism and
Substitution

أنت ال تشعر بالتحسن
بسبب وفاة زوجتك

substitution

،ابتعدوا عن الطريق
أيها األوغاد

Euphemism

شهر واحد
تبقى لي
ٌ
)لعين يا (ديك

Adaptation

and

The subtitler tends to omit the word “pute”
because it was repeated. Also, the translator
euphemized it by using the word “”عاهرinstead
which a formal word to respect the culture of
Arab audience.
Explanation/ Quality assessment

and

The omission of the source text affected the
target text, but at the same time the translator
addresses Arab audience culture and society. The
omission of the source text word made the
translation sounds unnatural, however, the
subtitling aims to respect the Arab audience
culture and society by toning down taboo
language.
Explanation/ Quality assessment
The omission of the source text affected the
target text, but at the same time the translator
addresses Arab audience culture and society. The
omission of the source text word made the
translation sounds unnatural, however, the
subtitling aims to respect the Arab audience
culture and society by toning down taboo
language.
The translator decided to euphemize the word
“motherfucker” and utilizes“”اللعنةto address
Arab viewers culture. The subtitler decided to
change the taboo word of the source text in a
formal way because viewers could be family
members who expect to read euphemistic
translation for taboo words.
The translator decided here to substitute the word
“died” with”passaway” in order to respect the
audience’s culture. Arabs tends to use
“passaway” which is “ ”وفاهinstead of “died”
which “ ”ماتbecause it is less offensive and
euphemized. The subtitler tend to subsitue the
words to respect Arab audience’s culture.
The euphemism aims to tone down taboo
language of the source text. The euphemisim of
the source text word made the translation sounds
unfaithful, but, the subtitling aims to respect the
Arab audience culture
The adaptation of the source text affected the
target text, but at the same time the translator
addresses Arab audience culture. The adaptation
of the source text word made the translation
sounds unnatural, but, the subtitling aims to tone
down taboo language.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
This research aims to determine the translation methodologies and taboo language categories used to depict banned
phrases that may offend Arab audiences. As a result, the subtitling procedures used to render prohibited terms did
not provide a perfect counterpart, but they did aid to convey content in order to address Arab culture. To make the
English film" MyDirty Grandpa," and the French Film “ Madame Claude” accessible, several subtitling procedures
were used, and they were euphemized to address Arab audience culture and society.
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